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Comments of JEITA members
 

There are many discrepant definitions in the final draft.
 

JEITA members will be able to cooperate to make consistent definitions.
 

WWe propose EPEPA A to iissue one more ddrafft agaiin.
 

This condition does not keep fairness for manufacturers.
 

The test procedure has change to final draft from Draft 1
The test procedure has change to final draft from Draft 1.
 

We have submitted the measurement data from Draft 1.
 

We study the limits for our products
We study the limits for our products.
 

Some limits are not practical limits. (refer fig.1)
 

It means any products could not meet the limits depending on the category
It means any products could not meet the limits depending on the category.
 

We would like to have responses to every comment.
 

It is necessary to solve some comments completely..
It is necessary to solve some comments completely


After EPA straightens out those problems, the efficiency of the amplifier can 
be measured with reasonable data.  Then the limit should be decided. 



     

    

 

       

Highlight Items ( as of Final Draft )
 
Comments Proposal from JEITA 

APD Problems of LOS and Idle 
power consumption power consumption. 

Idle power consumption 
should be excluded until should be excluded until 
Tier3. 

LOS Not clear JEITA's members propose 
to decide the detectingto decide the detecting 
condition by manufacturers 
themselves. 

Idle state Far from the limit. 
Discrepant definitions. 

Idle power consumptionp p 
should be excluded until 
Tier3. 

On mode 
Optical disc player 

Far from the limit. 
Discrepant definitions. 

Audio optical player power 
consumption should be 
excluded until Tier3. 

Audio amplifiers Not clear. 
Discrepant definitions. 
The collection data look 
draft 1. (Does the data 

t t fi l d ft? ) meet to final draft? ) 

The limits should be 
d id  d  b  hdecided by each category. 
The calculation should be 
excluded to idle and 
optical disc player power optical disc player power 
consumption. 



 A/B selector switchin

   

  

   

  
   

         
  

   

  
 

        
 

１）We hope the detection of LOS will be only audio signal 
or video signal depend on the product. 

Some audio product can not detect the video signal. 
Because, the video input is only A/B selector switching 
function. 

2) Some audio product can not detect the video signal. 
Because, the video input is only g, p y g 
function. 

3a）Regarding Composite video signal, ”Loss of either the 
horizontal or vertical sync “ are preferable for us . Because 
detection of  1 dB or less signal are not stable way and 
not usual manner for us not usual manner for us. Sync detection are more stable Sync detection are more stable
 
and familiar way. We think Manufacturer has more 

experience about this kind of signal detection.
 

From this point of view, we propose followings item 3b). 

3b）Regarding the definition of LOS.
 
JEITA's members propose to decide the detecting
 
condition by manufacturers themselves. 

Manufacturers should guarantee the EPA’s requirement of 

the APD timing.
 
Because we have many way of detecting the signal.
Because we have many way of detecting the signal.
 
Manufacturers would like to select the detector depending
 
on the circuit design.
 



   
 

4) The definition of “Standby Mode” should be concretize. 
If there is not the note (174-176). We might be confused 
by the meaning between “Sleep mode” and “Standby 
mode”. 





 
 

      

         

 
 

      

Question!! Very important ! 

Please take care of this definition on the 
“Multi-component System”. 

If this is not a mistake, almost all of our audio 
products will be excluded from Version 2 

5)Very important question ! 

The EPA mentions the Multi-component System is HTIB, 
and it is a product of several components with separate 
enclosures. 

products will be excluded from Version 2. 

6) The EPA mentions very clear However I could not 6) The EPA mentions very clear. However I could not 
believe them. 

ENERGY STAR label is intended for stand-alone products, 
not customized system installations. There is provision to 
qualify “products” that are made up of several sub-
components in separate enclosures with independent components in separate enclosures with independent 
power supplies (i.e. Home Theater in a Box). 

Next page.
 



 

 

New definition of HTIB 

Version2 
A di  

Exclude from Version2 

If EPA’ s new definition is correct, many products are excluded from Version 2/Tier2. 

Audio 
Amplifier 

The EPA changed new definition to 

or 

Version2 

g 
HTIB. 

Amplifier with an integrated optical 
disc player is not the HTIB. 

Optical 
Disc 
Drive 

Is this right ? 



         

 

  
 

 

  

7) The definition of “Full spectrum Amplifier” should be
 7) The definition of Full-spectrum Amplifier should be
 
concretize.
 
We might be confused by the channel quantities.
 
Line207; out put on all channels.
 
Line487; one or two-channel
 
Line641; one or more full-spectrum
 

Line 488 mentions “d) Limited-bandwidth audio amplifier 

tests (Section 8) shall be performed on any product that 

offers surround sound multi-channel audio amplification. “
 
The definition of multi-channel audio looks “Limited-
bandwidth audio”
bandwidth audio .
 
However, some multi-channel of AV receiver have the full-

spectrum amplifier on all channel.
 
Please support these product.
 







 

 

 

 
 

  

 

8)Regarding 3.1.a) line 305-313 

Idle power limits is not necessary when APD timing is set 
to within 30minites. 

However, JEITA members would like to exclude idle 
power limits from audio and video product until Tier3. 

Because, audio and video productmust come up against 
very tight limit of idle power. 

Audio and video product limits should be assessed by 
more sample data. 

9)Regarding 3.1.a) line 305-313 

Idle power limits is not necessary when APD timing is set p y g 
to within 30minites. 

10)) The definition of “APD” should be concretize.
 
There is a possibility of misreading this. 

We can read “Idle power limits is not necessary when 

APD timing is set to within 30minites. “
 
Is it right ?
 

11) typo? 



12)Could you change to “any available AV inputs” from 
“all”. Because we will control each function. However we 
would like to select audio or video depending on product 
sitituatition. 



 
  

 
 

       
  

 
 

  

   

 

  

13a) IP Networking; 
Our understanding of some example of IP Networking are 
WiFi, Ethernet , Bluetooth, etc.  If some products have 
such function (For example, BD player with Ethernet 
function) how to understand the limits of 1.5w.function), how to understand the limits of 1 5w 
Is the meaning of additional allowance of power 
consumption for such products? How about USB. Is it 
included USB interface  in IP Networking? 
We think some additional description are necessary. 

13b) On mode power consumption for HTIB is 
veryy gti ght. 
Most HTIB products could not clear the limit. 
Optical disk player's power consumption should 
be excluded until Tier3 of the audio product. 
Audio products need bigger power consumption 
by extra feature functionby extra feature function.
 
They need extra power without power amplifier.
 
So, JEITA members would like to exclude this 

power limits from audio product until Tier3.
 
Because, audio product must come up against 


ti ht li f thi very tight limitit o f this power.
 
Audio product limits should be assessed by 

more sample data.
 
The amplifier addition value of Draft2 has 

disappeared. Whyy did it disappear?
 



 

 

  

   

HDMI OUT 
Example of 

“Blu-ray disc Player” vs. “HTIB” 
Blu-ray Player 

Optical 

disc driver Blu-ray 
decoder 

Why HTIB need more power for the 
optical disc player power 
consumption? 

decoder 

On mode 

@ It is different from circuit size and 
extra feature functions. 

Power supply blockSystem controller 

On mode 

Optical disc player’s 
power 
consumption=15W 

Standby power consumption=1W 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

HDMI OUT
HTIB with an integrated 
Blu-ray Player. 

Bl 
Optical 

disc driver 

Digital audio 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Blu-ray 
decoder 

Audio 
Radio tuner 

g 
processing Audio power amplifier 

Analog audio input 
A/D convertor 

Analog audio output 
D/A convertor 

amplifier 
driver 

Power supply blockSystem controller 
Standby power consumption=1W 

On mode 

HTIB and audio 
products is not 
same as the same as the 
Optical disc 
player’s power 
consumption. 



       

 

 

14) This is not fair  to all kind of products. 
The power consumption from optical disc playerThe power consumption from optical disc player 
and or idle power consumption, 
as measured in Section 4.3.a) should be 
subtracted from the total power consumption 
of the device for all audio amplifier efficiency 
calculationscalculations.
 
JEITA members propose “Idle power 

consumption” or “All optical player power 

consumption with audio input and without audio 

input”  may be subtracted from total power 

consumption.
 
“Because, Section 4.3.a)” is  included idle power 

consumption.
 

[20W≦Pin<100W]
[20W≦Pin 100W]
 
Efficiency= Pout/(Pin*0.8-Idle)
 
or
 
Efficiency= Pout/(Pin*0.8-Section 4.3.a))
 
[Pin≦100W]
 
Efficiency= Pout/(Pin Idle)
Efficiency= Pout/(Pin-Idle)
 
or
 
Efficiency= Pout/(Pin-Idle-Section4.3.a))
 

Next page
 

Example for explanation.
 



  

  

 
 

 
 

  

 

Example for explanation. 
Compact audio system with AV input. Compact audio system without AV input. 

6W 6W 

CD player 
Audio decoder 

Audio power 

6W 

Pout=30W 
Volume Audio power 

amplifier 

System controller AV input with switcher 

(Passive circuit.) Power supply block 

Pin=70W 

Pout=30W 

Effi i 30/70*0 8 54% NGEfficiency=30/70*0.8=54%=NG 
Idle power consumption=5W 
Efficiency=30/70*0.8-5W=59%=OK 

CD player 
Audio decoder 

Volume Audio power 

6W 

Pout=30W 
Volume p 

amplifier 

Power supply block 

System controller 

Pin=70W 

Pout=30W 

Efficiency=30/(70*0 8  6W)=60%=OKEfficiency=30/(70 0.8-6W)=60%=OK 

Proposal 

Compact audio system with AV input. 
The power consumption from optical disc player and Pout=30W 

Volume Audio power 
amplifier 

or idle power consumption,
 
as measured in Section 2.3.a) should be subtracted
 
from the total power consumption of the device for 

all audio amplifier efficiency calculations.
 

System controller System controller 

Power supply block 

Pin=70W
 

P 30W
Pout=30W
 

Efficiency=30/70*0.8=54%=NG
 

Pin=70W 

Pout=30W Proposal 

Idle power consumption=5W 
Efficiency=30/70*0.8-5W=59%=OK 

JEITA members propose exclude idle power consumption for fair comparison. 



   

  

  

         

  

 
 

 

 
        

 
 

 
   

15a) 5W limit is very tight. We want to know which kind of 

product clears this limit
product clears this limit.
 

Most AV receivers and HTIV systems can not clear this 

limit. It will be far from EPA’s top 25% target
 

It should be excluded from amplifier product.
 

Because ,, it can not be decided typyp  ical ppower 

consumption by all product categories.
 
So, JEITA members would like to exclude idle power limits 

from audio product until Tier3.
 
Because, audio product must come up against very tight 

limit of idle power.
 
Audio product limits should be assessed by more sample
Audio product limits should be assessed by more sample
 
data.
 
We found important discrepant limit.
 
Idle limit of audio amplification = 5w + 5W (or Pout*0.1)
 
vs. 

On mode of optical player = 6W 
Why on mode is smaller than idle mode ? 

15b) Additional comment for Video products; 

Idle state power consumption are specified by Final draft 
for all products including consumer video products. 
However we think this limit are also very tight target for 
video product. Because recently DVD or BD player use 
one chip solution integrated system control and disc drive 
control. In this case , it is not possible to power down for 
such controller even Idle mode, similar power 
consumption are needed between ON mode and idleconsumption are needed between ON mode and idle 
mode. Because system controller are operating . To have 
separate twin controller might be one solution to decrease 
idle mode power consumption, but this is costly. In this 
sense ,we propose to have  additional investigation with 
evaluation of more sample data until Tier 3 before fixing 
limitlimit. 



 

 

 

    

HDMI OUT 
Example of 

“Blu-ray disc Player” vs. “HTIB” 
Blu-ray Player 

Non active 

Optical 

disc driver Blu-ray 
decoder 

Why HTIB need more power for the 
optical disc player power 
consumption? 

Non active 

5W 

Idle mode 

@ It is different from circuit size and 
extra feature functions. 

Power supply blockSystem controller 

Idle mode 

Optical disc player’s 
Idle consumption=5W 

Standby power consumption=1W 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

HDMI OUT
HTIB with an integrated 
Blu-ray Player. 

Blu-ray AudioNon active 

Optical 

disc driver 

Digital audio 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Audio power amplifier 

Blu ray 
decoder 

5W 

Audio 
amplifier 

Driver 
5W 
Or 

Non active 

Radio tuner 
g 

processing Audio power amplifier 

Analog audio input 
A/D convertor 

Analog audio output 
D/A convertor 

Or 
O.1*Pout 

Power supply blockSystem controller 
Standby power consumption=1W 

Idle mode 

HTIB and audio 
products is not same 
as the Optical disc 
player’s power 
consumptition. 

5W+5W(or 0.1*Pout) 

Is too small. 



      
 

 
 

  
  

 

  
 

 

A)	 We understand HDD feature will be continue to be 
considered for future specification revisions. 
However Some Video equipment has multiple 
functions, which are integrated several storagefunctions, several storage 
media drive (e.g. DVD with HD

which are integrated
D ,DVD with VCR,BD 

with HDD etc). If possible, we would like to know 
future plan to investigate such multiple function 
including HDD feature. 

B) Measurement of Power consumption 
We understand that measurement of power consumption 
must follow Test procedure of Appendix B. On the other 
hand test procedure for safety regulation (e.g. UL60065） 
show different manner for measurement condition . 
AAs you kknow, power consumptition are iindidicattedd on rati  ting 
label for each products ,which are measured by safety 
Regulation. In this case, this indicated power 
consumption are not matching to measured data by 
Appendix B. For example, indication of rating label are 
17w , and Ener gygy star’s measured data show 14w are 
happen. We think this is not problem but we would like to 
confirm for our better understanding . 
Our understanding are correct or not. 



16) This flow chart can not reach “END”. 

Y 

Y 

YY 

N 

YES 

YES 

These additional red lines 
are necessary. 



      

17)JEITA members propose the amplifier system with an 
integrated optical disc player to be excluded from the 
optical disc player test in Section 6optical disc player test in Section 6. 



18)Could you change to “any available AV inputs” from 
“ ”  f“all”. Because we will control each function. However we 
would like to select audio or video depending on product 
situation. 





 19)Pink noise should be changed to 1kHz sine wave. 



20) Same test,” 5)” will be no need. 




